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Urgent Message Regarding New
Mount Vernon City Council’s
Attempt to Eliminate The Office
of The Inspector General

By

Clinton I. Young, Jr.
Mayor of the City of
Mount Vernon

Since 2008, my
administration has worked

Referring to...
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see Urgent Pg. 8

Albany Has Dismissed
Yonkers Because
Mayor Amicone Does

Weir
Only
Human

Peggy
Godfrey

diligently to improve
services, advance economic
development, and ultimately
remove remnants of corrupt
practices that have not only
tarnished the reputation of
our great city, but cost you
as taxpayers millions of
dollars.
Now as your Mayor, I am
writing to inform you of the
grossly negligent and illegal
attempt of the new City
Council, in concert with
the Comptroller, to remove

Yonkers Mayor Phil
Amicone presented the
State of the City address last
Wednesday. He attempted
to make a populist claim
that Yonkers’ ills have been
imposed upon the city by
national, and state powers.
He tried to persuade those
within earshot, or those that
saw him on television, that

the Albany Delegation are
at fault for not delivering
a “fair” share of revenue
to Yonkers. How easily
he forgets the “oneshots” infused to maintain
Yonkers’ viability. Having
served
the
Kool-Aid
amongst those whose very
livlihood and/or imagined
influence rests, Mayor
Amicone upon acceding to
office as Mayor of Yonkers,
see Hezitorial Pg. 2

NYS Assemblyman Castelli
Seeks to Defeat Proposed
$1 Billion in Health Care Cuts
and Taxes by Governor
Albany,
NY
-Assemblyman
Bob
Castelli (R, I,
CGolden’s
Bridge)
is
urging
his
Assembly
colleagues to
defeat Governor
Paterson’s
proposed
$1 billion in
taxes and cuts
to the state’s health care
providers.
“While I understand the

dire fiscal circumstances
facing the state, now is
not the time to
increase health
care
costs
and put more
people in the
unemployment
line. Yet, that
is exactly what
will happen if
the legislature
approves
the
governor’s cuts and tax
increases on the state’s
see NYS Pg. 8

Carbon Monoxide Detectors
Required in all Homes and
Apartments in NY State
By Ronald Gagliardi
Chief of
Hastings-on-Hudson
Fire Department

The Hastings-on-Hudson
Fire Department reminds
all
residents
that
carbon
monoxide
detectors
are
now
required
in all homes
and apartments
in New York State. The
new legislation, known as
“Amanda’s Law” is named

after Amanda Hansen, a 16
year old from West Seneca
who died from carbon
monoxide poisoning at a
sleepover party. Amanda’s
Law requires houses built
after January, 2008 to
have a carbon
monoxide
detector
on
every floor that
has a bedroom.
Houses
built
before January,
2008 must have at least
one detector on the lowest
see Carbon Pg. 18
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The Hezitorial From Page 1
having served previously as
Deputy Mayor of Yonkers
under Mayor John Spencer,
has selectively chosen to
not remember that it was
Mayor Amicone himself
who dismissed Mayor
Spencer’s assertions that
Yonkers was not receiving
its “fair” share of revenue
when disbursed by Albany.
Spencer’s message to
Albany was as effective
as a Madison Avenue
campaign; it was winning
hearts and minds. When
the term-limited Mayor
Spencer passed the baton
to his successor, Mayor
Amicone dropped the
baton regarding the “fair”
funding formula premise.
The message so eloquently
conceived
by
Mayor
Spencer atrophied in Mayor
Amicone’s cabinet, both
literally and figuratively.
Mayor Amicone recoiled
from
the
established
message either because
of his not believing the
concept worthy, or because

he could not comprehend
its veracity, or because he
did not recognize that he
was responsible to ring the
message with even greater
determination and purpose.
Yonkers was struggling
under the weight of his illdefined agenda that was
contrary to his wanting to
focus on its encroaching
financial needs and woes
of the City of Hills.
Whether Mayor Amicone’s
administration
was
deficient in comprehending
its charge, whether it was
not assigned to them,
or whether its attention
was deflected elsewhere;
whatever
reason
or
rationale, it does not excuse
his not comprehending the
salient “fair” share concept
distilled by Mayor Spencer
or focusing attention upon
it.
The “fair” share message
that bellowed from City
Hall piqued a gnawing
concern among all the
Albany Delegation in

varying degrees, as well
as the rest of the New
York State Legislators.
The known or imagined
issues that swirled about
the minds of all concerned
over the issue and those that
could change the “formula”
had an Achille’s Heel to
which the message, or lack
thereof, succumbed under
Mayor Amicone’s watch.
One may infer that
Mayor Amicone did not
comprehend the magnitude
of the issue, how changing
it would impact other
communities
likewise
worthy of respect for their
concerns and needs, and
worse still, did not focus
his attention on creating
a template by which the
Albany Delegation could
promote tenets for change to
the “fair” funding formula
in a balanced fashion.
By initially dismissing his
charge, Mayor Amicone
permitted the New York
State Legislature its own
forgetfulness. By the time

Mayor Amicone realized
his
unacknowledged
failure, the New York
State Legislature chose
to hide behind a veil of
dementia constructed by
the deepening financial
constraints it faced. The
“fair” funding formula was
relegated the lowest rung in
their agenda.
Now, following the lead
first espoused by Jim CastroBlanco, Mayor Amicone,
not known to give credit to
anyone, chooses to mount
a concerted blame game
to crush every member of
the Albany Delegation in
order to pummel alleged
adversaries before he
challenges them for office
himself, and with those
potential candidates he
will support openly or in
secret against those same
adversaries.
Again, its all about Mayor
Phil Amicone. When will it
be about The People?
Yonkers needs a PLAN!

Westchester’s Annual Golf Show
White Plains, NY -- It’s
March and time again
for The Annual Lower
Hudson Golf Show at The
Westchester County Center
March 13th & 14th .
March is the time of
year when golfers get their
clubs out of the garage
or basement, take a few
practice swings, stretch
their muscles a bit and
wait for green grass and
sunshine.
Well golfers, there are
dozens of reasons for
you to visit The Lower
Hudson Golf Show. You
will have the opportunity
to enjoy several hours of
your favorite sport as the
Westchester County Center
is transformed for two
days into a playground for
golfers.
The Stage at The
Westchester County Center

becomes a Driving Range
staffed by Manufacturers
such as Mizuno, Titleist,
Cobra, Nike, Cleveland
and Srixon. You can swing
all their new clubs, talk to
the reps about the new club
technology and get the feel
for swinging a club again
after a long winter.
Golf Ball fitting is all
the rage these days and
Bridgestone is leading the
charge. Bridgestone will
be at the Show and you
can visit their area and see
which of their golf balls fits
you the best.
The Metropolitan Golf
Association
sponsors
the “Let’s Talk Golf
Stage.” Each year this
stage
features
hourly
demonstrations by local
PGA Professionals. Make
sure you sit and watch as
they unravel the mysteries

of the Golf Swing for you.
Also, featured each day,
MGA Rules Expert Brian
Mahoney who will answer
your questions about the
rules of golf.
The Lower Hudson Golf
Show has a Special Area
for Women again this year.
The area includes fitness
information from Apogee
Pilates & Wellness Centers ,
swing tips and lessons from
The Executive Women’s
Golf Association provided
by LPGA Professionals
Rose DiCiacco and Nicole
Sikora. It’s all presented by
MetLife which will provide
insurance and investment
information.
All golfers want to start
the season on a positive
note and that’s why the
Lower Hudson Golf Show
puts a special emphasis
on learning the game

from experts – The Local
PGA Professionals. They
will staff and teach the
full swing, chipping and
putting at three separate
practice areas. Need help
with your putting? See The
Putting Doctor. He will be
on hand both days to help
you putt better.
The Westchester County
Golf Course pros will once
again staff The Discount
Pro Shop. You’ll want to
stop by and take advantage
of the bargains you’ll find
on clubs, balls, apparel,
shoes and accessories. The
bargains alone are worth
the price of admission.
Admission is $9.00 and
includes a free small bucket
of balls at The Fairview
Golf Center in Elmsford, a
$7.00 value.
Show Hours are 10AM to
5PM each day.
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What’s New in Deer Management Strategy
White Plains, NY -The Conservation Café
environmental forum is
sponsoring a conference on
the latest information about
strategies for managing
Westchester County’s deer
over-population.
The conference will be
held on Friday, March 12
from 8 to 10:30 a.m. at
the Westchester County
Center in White Plains.
The program is geared
for property managers,

planners,
naturalists,
environmentalists, students
and the general public.
The program is free! RSVP
requested
The conference will
include four speakers:
Mark Weckel, a PhD
candidate doing work at
the Mianus River Gorge
Preserve, speaking on the
effectiveness of controlled
archery hunts; Dave Ryan,
Pound Ridge Chief of
Police, on their municipal

bow hunting program;
Howard Kilpatrick, of
the Connecticut DEP on
their eight years of deer
culling at Bluff Point;
and, Allen Ruthberg of the
Tufts University Center for
Animals and Public Policy,
and the efforts at using
immunocontraceptives at
Fire Island.
The conference will be
moderated by Rod Christie,
Executive Director of
the Mianus River Gorge

Preserve.
Following the speaker
presentations, a question
and answer session will be
held, which will include
comments by members of
the Westchester County
Parks staff, discussing the
County’s 2009 pilot deer
bow hunting project.
For information, directions
and to make a reservation
for the conference, please
call 914 864-7047 by
Wednesday, March 10th.

Participants are
encouraged to carpool
and bring their own mugs.
Coffee will be served.
The Conservation Café’s
“conversations
on
conservation” series is
coordinated by a coalition
of environmental education
and advocacy groups.
Their mission is to provide
a forum for dialogue about
current
environmental
issues.

We the People in Westchester Given Voice
to Air Grievances with the Government
Westchester, NY -- The
Northern Westchester Tea
Party Patriots have been
launched to establish local
bi-partisan
educational
events and give the people
a means to air grievances
with the government,
said Co-founder Bill
Bongiorno, a resident
and business owner in
northern Westchester.
“In talking to friends,
clients, and neighbors in
Westchester, it became
obvious that there is
much discontent among
ordinary citizens about
the direction our elected
officials have taken us
over the last decade. The
Republicans expanded
government, created a
deficit, passed legislation
limiting our freedoms,
and
prosecuted
an
unconstitutional
war
in Iraq, just to name a
few grievances. The
torch has been passed to
Democrats in the hopes
that they would change
course, but instead have not
only continued where the
Republicans left off, they
are trying to overlay a far
left domestic agenda that
is anti-freedom and anticapitalism. We the People
are fed-up and want a party
for us. Both parties neither

care about, nor want to hear
from the people,” said Mr.
Bongiorno.
He continued, “We
have been doing our
part to recall the people,
Democrats, Republicans,

the States and with the
People, which is the Tenth
Amendment.
“We have come to a time
in this country, when people
have to make a choice, will
we be a free people or

to do ‘for our own good.’
This is a peaceful second
American Revolution and
a non-violent ‘War’ on
Tyranny,’” Mr. Bongiorno
concluded.
The Group, along with

and Independents to the
Constitution and know that
it will be a long fight to
roll back our government
to its Constitutional limits.
Government does not have
unlimited power. We have
a Constitutional crisis in
this country. The power
not given to the Federal
Government rests with

will we be beholden to the
government. We are not
interested in listening to
foreign dictators and banana
republic courts.
We’ve
had enough of rebuilding
foreign countries. We are
the minutemen of freedom.
We don’t want to live
in a nanny state where
government tells us what

the White Plains Tea Party
www.whiteplainsteaparty.
com
and
Hudson
Valley Patriots, http://
hudsonvalleymoms.
ning.com/ marched on
Washington December 15
to protest the tyrannical
“healthcare” reform bill.
Members will be out in force
on April 15, August 28, and

September 12 of 2010 both
locally and in Washington.
July 4 tea party rallies will
be happening all across the
nation, and the group hopes
to have a local rally here
with perhaps a reenactment,
as well as hold public
town
hall
meetings
where all citizens can air
their grievances with the
government.
The Northern
Westchester Tea Party
Patriots are the local
group of Tea Party
Patriots,
http://www.
teapartypatriots.org/.
The group was formed
in response to nonconstitutional tyrannical
measures being imposed
by both major political
parties. This has been
formed as a party of WE
THE PEOPLE. All are
welcome regardless of
political affiliation or any
other difference. This is
a means for all people to
come together and unite
in one purpose, to limit
government,
maximize
freedom for all, and restore
the Constitution as the
guiding document for
liberty for our citizenry.
The website is www.
nypatriots.com.
Follow
on
www.twitter.com/
nypatriots.
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Senator Stewart-Cousins
and Podiatrist Piccora On
the Level with Hezi Aris
on WVOX-1460 AM

New Rochelle, NY -- New
York State Senator Andrea
S t e w a r t Cousins will
call
from
Albany
at
the top of
the hour, and
Dr. Robert
Piccora will
join us in
the
studio
as guests of
hosts Richard
Narog and
Hezi Aris,
On the Level,
this Tuesday,
March 2nd,
from
10
through 11 am on www.
WVOX.com.
Topics of discussion are
introduced during the first
half-hour. Questions are
shamelessly
solicitated

after the commercial break
at the bottom of the hour.
To participate,
please call
914-6360110. Callers
are reminded
to stay on
topic.
For those
who crave
more news
with
a
Yo n k e r s
perspective
may which
to consider
listening to
Hezi
Aris
We d n e s d a y
morning at 8:35 am when
he and Bob Marrone
discuss issues on the Good
Morning Westchester radio
program hosted by Bob
Marrone.

MTA Outrage - Overpaid Bureaucrats
Seek Bailout
Albany,
NY
-The
Metropolitan
Transportation Authority
faces deficits amounting
to hundreds of millions
of dollars. While these
problems threaten New
Yorkers with new taxes,
they haven’t affected the
MTA’s fat payroll.
According the
S e e T h r o u g h N Y. n e t
database, the MTA had
54 people making over
$200,000 in total pay in
2008, with over 8000
making $100K or more.
Republican gubernatorial
candidate Warren Redlich
has a solution for both the
MTA and the state as a
whole. He calls for a cap
on public sector pay at
$100,000 a year, along with

a pension cap of $75K.
The pay cap would reduce
the MTA payroll by nearly
$200 million. The pension
cap would dramatically
reduce the authority’s
rapidly increasing pension
costs, which are now over
$1 billion annually.
The MTA 200K club
includes CEO Eliot Sander
as the highest paid with
$290K, and dozens of
other executives, including
William Norwich, the
Senior VP of Operations

for Long Island Bus
($259K),
and
Joseph
Smith,
Superintendent
of Maintenance for NYC
Transit ($256K).
The club also includes
a number of regular
workers. Ronald C. Dunne
earned $283K as a Car
Repairman for the Long
Island Railroad. Some
other $200K+ positions
were Road Car Inspector,
Conductor, Engineer, and
Police Officer.
“Governor Paterson and
others would increase taxes
and adopt measures that
hurt regular workers and
reduce service,” Redlich
said. “We can save more
money by cutting at the
top.”

Westchester
Candidates
Seeking
Elected
Office

“America’s great
community radio
stations!”

All candidates seeking
elected office are asked to
send their full name, home
address, and daytime and
cell telephone contacts,
and e-mail address to
WHYTeditor@gmail.com.
Please advise the office
you wish to accede. In so
doing, our staff may have
the pertinent information to
include and acknowledge
every campaign effort in
our reporting process.

-The Wall Street Journal

Email Your News
to us at

The Voice of The Golden Apple
One Broadcast Forum, New Rochelle, N.Y. 10801 (914) 636-1460

WHYTEditor@gmail.com
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Stark Contrast for New Rochelle’s Main Street:
Eleven Story Apartment Building

By Peggy Godfrey
An eleven story building
at 500 Main Street in New
Rochelle for the New York
Covenant
Development
Corporation would form a
stark contrast to buildings
nearby.
The New York Covenant
Church on Main Street
would add to their land
an eleven story affordable
housing building, retail
space, a new sanctuary and

a community room.
The new building
would contain 19 onebedroom apartments, 26
two-bedroom apartments
and five three-bedroom
apartments, but only 48
parking spaces. Council
member Albert Tarantino
was especially concerned
about the size of the project,
the density and the height.
He wanted to know more
about the several thousand
feet of undesignated square
feet of space that was
presented with no definite
use. He also felt the number
of school children that
would be added to already
overcrowded schools in the
neighborhood should not
be underestimated.

Questions arose about
the income levels of the
residents.
Affordable
rentals in Westchester
generally
require
the
occupants to have incomes
of $63,180 or less for a
family of four, or 60% of the
County’s median income.
While supporting housing
in
downtown,
Mayor
Noam Bramson felt what
was needed was middle
income housing so their
residents could support the
downtown businesses.
A density bonus was
being sought because the
land is presently zoned for a
maximum six story height.
Land south of Main Street
is zoned for a maximum
3 stories.
While the

developer felt the building
would be “distinctive” and
add to the City’s skyline,
Council member Richard
St. Paul felt parking
was always an issue in
downtown. He wanted to
know if the parking space
would be included with the
rent. Council member Lou
Trangucci had problems
with the height of the
building which would be in
his District. He said there
was no visitor parking and
they would have to park on
the street. He expressed
concern with the tandem
parking and the congestion
created. Ines Candrea said
it clearly, “We do not need
any more big buildings on
Main Street.”

George Imburgia was
asked what he thought of
the proposal. He answered,
“I think adding to the
density for the area would
only create more congestion
along Main Street which is
already difficult to drive
through.
The lack of
sufficient parking for the
number of apartments and
visitors exacerbates this
problems.” Real estate
broker, Anthony Sutton felt,
“If the church is sponsoring
this building, it will not
benefit the taxpayers of
New Rochelle. This is not
the location for this type of
housing because it will not
help the business district.”

More Doom and Gloom
By Hezi Aris
Yonkers
City
Hall
was
exuberant
about
pronouncing that the One
Point
Street
property
managed by Blackacre
Partners was soon to
engage in the last phase of
the brownfield mitigation
undertaking that had so far
consumed over five years
duration. The razzle dazzle
event was by invitation
only at which Mayor Phil
Amicone
could
fawn
over the uncompleted
project.
Alternatively,
there was no fanfare over
the signing of the Land
Disposition
Agreement
(LDA ) and the Full Tax
Agreement (another term
for Payment In Lieu of
Taxes [P.I.L.O.T.]) between
Yonkers City Hall and
the Fidelco and Cappelli
organizations (FC Yonkers)
this past Friday, February
19, 2010. The silence over
the consummation of a
“deal” that has taken over

six years to come to fruition
is telling. Here is why?
City Hall has chosen not
to confirm the transaction
took place. Had the
transaction taken place, a
monetary down-payment
of $200,000 plus would
have to have been rendered
to seal the transaction over
property valued at over $15
billion. The development
lease for the waterfront
parcel known as “H & I”
must still be concluded.
The incessant complaints
promoted by City Hall that
the media is unwilling to
share “good news” with
Yonkersites smacks of
City Hall’s disingenuous
demeanor; not of media.
Why is Mayor Amicone
reluctant to share the “joy”
over the signing?
Perhaps Mayor Amicone
does not want his plot to
unravel. It was on February
18, 2010 that Blackacre
Partners would conduct
their press conference. It
was also on that day that

Plaintiffs: Entertainment
Properties Trust, EPT
White Plains, LLC, and
EPT Concord, LLC filed a
$10 million lawsuit against
Defendants: LC New Roc
LP, LLC, City Center
Group, LLC, Concord
Associates, LP, and Louis
R. Cappelli for breach of
contract.
Additionally,
Entertainment properties
is holding $165 million in
loans on a stalled resort
development tied to a
planned casino in upstate
New York that is in default.
Mr Cappelli hasn’t been
able to refinance the loan
amid the downturn and
Entertainment Properties is
mulling collection efforts
against Mr. Cappelli in that
regard as well, as noted in
the February 24th edition
of The Wall Street Journal
article entitled: Moviegoers
Keep a Cinema REIT
Rolling.
The pending
lawsuit is another of many
that cumulatively amount
to over approximately $1

billion in debt that hangs
around Mr Louis Cappelli
and his many businesses
like like an albatross about
their neck. On top of that,
Yonkers Tribune has been
advised by reliable sources
that the Bank of Scotland
has of recent days allegedly
foreclosed of some of
Cappelli’s assets.
Cappelli Enterprises Vice
President Joe Apicella
“believes” the LDA was
consummated. He knows
nothing about any Bank of
Scotland concerns.Perhaps
Mr Apicella is simply on a
need to know basis.
The so-called schism
between Mayor Amicone
and former Mayor Angelo
Martinelli and present
Board Director Angelo
Martinelli of the Yonkers
Chamber of Commerce
(YCoC) does not exist.
City Hall shared the “good”
news about the FC Yonkers
LDA and FTA signing and
the YCoC scheduled Joe
Apicella to speak at the

YCoC breakfast today.
There is no schism. It is
another layer of the game
to which everyone in
Yonkers are clued. Don’t
Yonkersites deserve to
know what is happening
in Yonkers? Why was the
LDA and FTA signing been
kept hush, hush?
The LDA and FTA
contracts, were they signed,
and the sum of $200,000
plus was paid, is yet to be
determined. Assuming it
was, FC Yonkers, incapable
of moving ahead financial
with the project has at
least five years to watch
paint dry. In the meanwhile
Mayor Amicone’s “revenue
stream” will be nothing
more than a pipe dream.
FC Yonkers could consider,
a la Forest City Ratner at
the Ridge Hill property
consider selling parcels of
land now under their Master
Developer designation to
those with the wherewithal
to proceed. Who and what
see More Doom Pg. 6
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More Doom
and Gloom
body will constrain those
who purchase property
from FC Yonkers to abide
by the constraints made of
FC Yonkers by the LDA?
Mayor Amicone
made a veiled campaign
announcement
on
Wednesday, February 24,
2010, rather than a Statce
of the City address. He
did not divulge the $100
million budget deficit
Yonkers is soon to learn
about. Perhaps he will also
announce that he plans to
challenge New York State
Assemblyman Mike Spano
for his seat. Mayor Amicone
relishes the thought of
knocking out the tenured
assemblyman so that he
can be close to his son in
Albany, while also denying
Assemblyman Mike Spano
a 2010 election victory from
which he could emerge the
frontrunner candidate for
Mayor of Yonkers in 2012.
Perhaps he will challenge
NYS Senator Andrea
Stewart-Cousins.
Either
effort is of no consequence
to Yonkersites other than
Mayor Amicone’s dismissal
of the city he said he would
serve. Instead, he serves
himself and threatens the
cuts will appear next week.
He is still working working
the numbers.

ADVERTISE
914
562

0834

WHYTmedia
@gmail.com

Another Dreadfully Depressing Article
The sentiment expressed
by the second anonymous
poster to the February
19, 2010 article entitled
Brownfield
Cleanup
Program to Transform
Yonkers
Waterfront
Property By Hezi Aris
is clear in its assertion:
“Another
dreadfully
depressing article. Is there
never anything positive in
Yonkers Hezi?” The truth
is undeniable, there is much
to celebrate in Yonkers. At
issue for the anonymous
poster, among others, is
to appreciate every form
of appreciation expressed
about Yonkers. Criticism
shows concern. I use it
to point error thaty will
hopefully be avoided in the
future. It may be tough love
for you. But it is nothing
but love.
From the time I began
to travel the length and
breadth of Yonkers, about
10 years ago, I have learned
to appreciate its glorious
history, the people who
founded it, the expanse of
cultures who have inherited
it, the vitality and diversity
of the people who molded
it, and the latest wave
of immigrants who are
impacting it.
Yonkers affords one the
ability to travel the religious
expanses among its diverse
cultures. It shares cuisine,
it shares temperament, it
shares blood. Yonkers is
a rough and tumble place.
For those who choose to
embrace Yonkersites, the
adventure is a fulfilling
one. The joy of discovery
of the world’s people is
right here in Yonkers. It is
the heartbeat of a city that
refuses to die because its
people know there is no
other chance. This is it.
What greater opportunity
than Yonkers?
Sustaining Yonkersites’
is their individual and
collective
recognition
that Yonkers has it all.

Proximity to New York
City, the transportation
network designed to move
goods to and from Yonkers
by way of planes, boats, rail,
trucks, and cars, as well as
the technological highway
the Internet affords us.
Crowning Yonkers is the
New York State Legislature
who have partnered with
the
Albany Delegation
in delivering taxpayer
dollars for development
with grants, Empire Zone
designations,
and
the
creation of the Yonkers
Industrial
Development
Agency, among other
constructs for subsidy and
investment.
The brownfield mitigation
program is one of those
vehicles that is meant
to bring about the new
import of rejuvenation for
which Yonkersites clamor.
But what Yonkersites
want or need is too often
shunned by City Hall
plotters who prostitute
the protocol designed to
bring Yonkers out of its
malaise. The One Point
Street project is anathema
to the rationale behind
New York State taxpayer’s
investment. In the case of
One Point Street, as the
poster noted, “This site
had terrible environmental
contamination, was a
tremendous eyesore, and
cut people off from access
to the waterfront. These are
all hot issues for Yonkers.
Whatever is ultimately built,
there is now a clean site
that will no longer damage
the river, will allow public
access, and will provide
union construction jobs
and long term employment
for who knows how many
people upon completion of
development.”
The fact is, his/her
statement goes to the
heart of the problem for
Yonkers, and many other
places throughout the
State. The One Point Street

project, recognized by the
economic
development
“czar” Ed Sheeren to be
a vehicle for money to
be made did not want to
sell the property to actor
Robert deNiro and film
production owner Harvey
Weinstein.
Believing
the property slated to be
sold was a “business”
transaction, and wanting
to develop the site beyond
the functioning film studio
on the property, Mssrs.
DeNiro and Weinstein
consummated purchase of
the property from BICC
Cables in London, England
to the consternation of
Mr Sheeren and Mayor
Amicone.
City
Hall
promised Mssrs DeNiro
and Weinstein they did
not share their vision for
extending the Tribeca Film
Festival across the New
York City line to Yonkers
and would thwart them at
every juncture. Why not?
But more importantly,
why was City Hall, by way
of Mayor Amicone, and
Mr Sheeren so arrogant
to believe they had the
skill micromanage Mssrs.
DeNiro and Weinstein
out of Yonkers? Perhaps
because they did! They
booted the successful duo
out of Yonkers by creating a
placeholder, that is builder,
developer K. Hovnanian
Enterprises, Inc.for the
property. They did not
buy the property, they
were permitted an option
to buy despite Hovnanian
knowing
they
were
forbidden to develop the
property as zoned. When
Yonkers Tribune divulged
Hovanian’s
corporate
mission statement did not
allow for such development,
Mr Sheeren found the wellfunded Robert MacFarlane
of Homes for America.
But Mr Sheeren intended
to use Mr MacFarlane for
as long as he was needed
and nothing more. He was

expendable, and Yonkers
City Hall worked overtime
to bring about his demise.
MacFarlane arranged for
the brownfield grant, and
supplemented it with an AIG
insurance cap. To maintain
an equilibrium among
the contaminant (BICC
Cables and Phelps Dodge)
and the purchaser, Homes
for America, Blackacre
Partners Ops, LLC, was
retained as the General
Contactor to oversee and
manage the remediation
process.
Blackacre’s
contract is such that Paul
Adler and his partner have
become mini millionaires
in the process. When City
Hall realized it would work
with Mr Adler because
they could, City Hall
instructed the Community
Development
Agency
(CDA) to stall the project.
This was accomplised by
Blackacre not continuing
the brownfield mitigation
process, and telling and
delaying AKRF, the firm
entrusted
to
conduct
the environment impact
statement by over a year.
That delay exacerbated
the demise of Homes for
America, and has now
placed the original backer’s
behind Mr MacFarlane’s
Point Street Landing project
to liquidate. Their only
asset is the property. It will
all be lost. The impetus for
finding a “new” buyer. Will
it be a “friend and family”
member? In the meanwhile
Blackacre will continue to
be paid for shepherding the
project forward. Five years’
hence it is still “talk”.
Msrs. DeNiro and
Weinstein’s plan for the site
would have placed Yonkers
on the map as an extension
of the ultra successful
Tribeca Film Festival. Mr
MacFarlanes Point Street
Landing project would
have seen almost 900
see Another Pg. 7
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Another Dreadfully Depressing Article From Page 6
residences, businesses, and
parkland under the aegis of
a $1 billion investment. City
Hall’s delay shows they are
not grossed out by cutting
their nose to spite their face;
Yonkersites be damned!
City Hall’s conduct is its
modus operandi. There is
nothing to applaud here
other than to point out that
by overlooking issues of
concern, for which there
is no legal oversight, of
the conduct of some under
the umbrella of economic
development, Yonkersites
must continue to survive
until such men are booted
off the scene.
Lastly, the poster suggests,
“How about pointing out the
good things here. No credit
to any particular person, just
a positive credit to the city
as a whole.”
I have lauded over people
who
have
conducted
themselves in an exemplary
fashion throughout my time
in covering Yonkers. What
I cannot and will never do
is cover up for the abuse of

power, corruption, whether
defined as legal, when it
is wanting from an ethical
perspective or conflict too
quickly dismissed.
In that regard, why
is the Board of Ethics
still discussing the legal
entanglements caused by
Lorraine Lopez’s past action
regarding Y.A.L.I.S. still
being discussed in executive
session three times in a row?
This travesty has consumed
over 5 months’ time. Who
should we celebrate here?
The Yonkers Tribune has
been blocked from being
accessed by Yonkers City
Hall for over five years. That
is outright censorship. Who
should we celebrate here?
The Yonkers Board of
Education does likewise.
Should
we
applaud
Yonkers Public Schjool
Superintendent
Bernard
Pierorazio
who
has
incorporated this policy?
Should we applaud Mr
Petrone, defended to the end
by Mayor Amicone when it
was the Yonkers Tribune that

awoke the City to the failure
of his conduct? Should we
celebrate the people who
worshiped the ground he
walked on because they got
something in return? Did
your child get something in
return? Some children did?
How about the abuse of
the Civil Service tests that
were sidelined to promote
a “friend and family”
member? Should we applaud
City Hall for leaning against
past police commissioners
when they had to do what
they were told or else?
Should we applaud the
destruction of Yonkersowned vehicles at the hand
of its deputy commissioners
or its appointees for crashing
those vehicles and thereafter
being allowed to forego
paying the city for the
costs incurred? What about
those that caused calamity
to body and property while
intoxicated or under the
influence of drugs?
Should we overlook when
pianos, and computers,
among other items, are

“stolen”?
Yonkerites concern me. I
want them to get a fair shake
in life. And why not? Are
others’ more deserving? Are
you offended because I have
not applauded your efforts? I
have operated on my own all
these years. I don’t have the
funding to expand. But I can
state unequivocally that the
reporting has not once been
in error. Some will claim that
when I accepted Michael
Dalton’s assertion that I was
wrong when I expressed my
mea culpa was an admission
of my error. I felt sorry for
him. I was right, he is still
wrong. The Yonkers Parking
Authority is crawling its way
out of bankruptcy for over a
year; and only because we
pointed it out do they smart
at City Hall.
I’ll tell you what is
wonderful, and right, and
beautiful in Yonkers, it is
Yonkerites. The ugliness,
the lack of concern, and the
skullduggery rest squarely
upon Yonkers Mayor Phil
Amicone and all those

who will carry his water
because they fear losing an
income and knowing of the
retribution that he and past
predecessors exacted then
and continue to do so now.
They can do little about the
travesty by which they must
abide.
Yonkers will have much
more to celebrate when
those that plot The People’s
demise are gone. I hope we
will all be witness to those
glorious days.
In the meantime, The
Journal News will continue
to sanitize the news. Read
the Greg Clary’s February
19, 2010 article entitled,
Yonkers
Marks
$40M
Cleanup of Waterfront
Site. The article is a total
abdication of the tenets
which protect the Fourth
Estate.
If you have something that
I overlooked celebrating,
please note it. I will do my
best to get to it in a timely
fashion.
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Urgent Message Regarding The Office of The Inspector General From Page 1
the Inspector General from
office. Two weeks ago,
the City Council proposed
legislation to abolish the
Office of the Inspector
General. Last night they
passed this legislation.
This is not only reckless
and poor public policy,
but a clear violation of
the Charter of the City of
Mount Vernon and the laws
of the State of New York.
Therefore, I am publicly
stating that I will take any
and all actions to reverse
this egregious injustice that
can potentially place our
beloved city in financial
peril.
First, allow me to
explain the role of the
Inspector
General’s
Office. The I.G.’s Office
is an independent body
vested with investigative
powers to root out criminal
activities, fraud and abuses
within every single office
in city government. The
I.G. also recommends
corrective action, and where
necessary, refers cases to
the appropriate authority,
whether federal, state, or
local agencies. The prior
City Council supported the
creation of the Inspector
General’s. In 2008, I hired
Harry Stokes to serve

as Inspector General for
our City. Mr. Stokes is a
certified Inspector General
and uniquely qualified for
the position based on his
experience in financial
management, and as a
practicing attorney in
both New York State and
Washington, D.C.
The creation of the
Inspector General position
has already saved Mount
Vernon taxpayers millions
of
dollars
through
my
administration’s
negotiation of a $1.7
million dollar settlement
to repay HUD over a
period of years without
the City incurring interest
or penalties. If we did not
have an Inspector General
in place, the penalties alone
could have approached ten
million dollars. This is a
fact.
I submit to you, the
taxpayer, that this action
is
strictly
politically
motivated. The new City
Council’s assertions that
they are attempting to
save money are simply not
true. The well-publicized
corruption scandals and
criminal activity of our
city’s all too recent past
cost us millions in penalties
and waste, and literally

screamed out for an Office
of Inspector General.
Again, these criminal
activities occurred under
the prior administration.
And now, with people
loyal to the past ways of
governing sitting on our
new City Council, the
attempt to eliminate this
office would only seem
to cast us back to the dark
ages when corruption and
fraud were rampant.
The Office of the Inspector
General falls under the
executive powers of the
Mayor. After this illegal
attempt to usurp these
executive powers, what
vital department will the
new City Council attempt
to eliminate next?
Second, speaking legally
for just a moment, the
executive power of the
City is vested in the Mayor.
Section 69 of the Charter
which clearly states the
“Inspector General” shall
be appointed by the Mayor
to hold office until the
end of term of the Mayor
by whom he or she was
appointed and until his or
her successor is appointed.
Section 27 of the Charter
provides that the removal of
an appointed officer and/or
employee is only permitted

by the officer making the
appointment. Therefore,
since the Mayor appoints
the Inspector General, only
the Mayor may remove
him, not the City Council
or the Comptroller. Simply
put, the new City Council’s
attempts at removal are
illegal.
The mere contention that
the City systems are in
place to detect and prevent
corruption and wrongdoings
are
both
factually
erroneous, misguided and
a poor attempt to deceive
the public. In a recent
interview with the Journal
News,
City
Council
President Yuhanna Edwards
said that “each department
can monitor itself...and the
Comptroller’s office has the
ability to audit the various
agencies and departments
of the City.”
I would remind City
Council President Edwards,
as I hope you will as well,
that the so-called systems
and Comptroller’s audit
ability were in place
when the criminal actions
of the former Planning
Commissioner and her
codefendant, as well as
that of the A&D Carting
Company and the alleged
mobsters, stole millions of

dollars from the taxpayers
of the City of Mount
Vernon. It is the Inspector
General who is playing an
important role in helping
us to recover those losses.
Given the convictions of
Ms. Post, Wayne Charles
and the carting company
executive, it is clear that
the so-called systems
upon which Mr. Edwards
so confidently relies have
failed miserably.
As citizens and taxpayers
of our great city, you deserve
and demand greater controls
and protection of your tax
dollars, and together, we
must fight these attempts to
return to business as usual.
Let me be perfectly clear.
I will vehemently oppose
all attempts to remove the
Inspector General and any
efforts by the new Council
to undermine or disrupt
investigations. I will keep
you well informed of my
efforts to fight these illegal
and irresponsible acts,
and please trust that I will
continue, as I have for the
last two years, to act in the
best interest of our great
city.

NYS Assemblyman Castelli Seeks to Defeat Proposed $1 Billion in Health Care Cuts
and Taxes by Governor From Page 1
health care providers,”
Castelli said.
Assemblyman Castelli
noted that these additional
cuts and new taxes will be
devastating to the region’s
health care providers, who
were hit with over $63
million in higher taxes and
cuts in last year’s budget.
Below is a breakdown
of how the governor’s
proposed cuts to indigent
care funds, reduced health
care aid and tax increases
will affect local health care
facilities:
•The Burke Rehabilitation

Hospital, 2010-11
proposed cuts and taxes:
$321,000
•Northern Westchester
Hospital, 2010-11
proposed cuts and taxes:
$667,000
•St. Vincent’s Hospital and
Medical Center (NYC and
Westchester Divisions),
2010-11 proposed cuts and
taxes: $7,695,000
•New York Presbyterian
Hospitals (includes White
Plains Hospital Center),
2010-11 proposed cuts and
taxes: $24,102,000
Assemblyman Castelli

noted that the $1 billion in
cuts, taxes and fees would
also affect agencies and
programs which provide
vital home care and longterm care such as Certified
Home Healthcare Agencies
(CHHAs)
and
Long
Term Home Health Care
Programs (LTHHCPs) in
the 89th Assembly District
have been devastated by
$800 million in taxes and
cuts enacted in 2008 and
2009.
These facilities include:
•Datahr Home Health
Care Inc. of Mount Kisco

(CHHA), total Impact:
$10,800
•Lawrence Home Care of
Westchester (CHHA), total
Impact: $40,200
•PTS of Westchester
(CHHA), total Impact:
$9,000
•Cabrini Eldercare of
Westchester (LTHHCP),
total Impact: $76,000
•St. Joseph’s Hospital
Nursing Home (LTHHCP),
total Impact: $261,100
•Visiting Nurse Services in
Westchester (CHHA), total
Impact: $125,300
•Westchester County

Department of Health
(CHHA), total Impact:
$20,000•White Plains
Hospital Home Care
Department (CHHA), total
Impact: $10,300
“By trimming the fat in
Albany through greater
government consolidation,
the state can close its
deficit without the need to
increase health care costs
for struggling families,”
Castelli said.
Instead of making
devastating
cuts
to
see NYS Pg. 9
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NYS Assemblyman Castelli Seeks to Defeat Proposed $1 Billion in Health Care Cuts
and Taxes by Governor From Page 8
Westchester
hospitals
and nursing homes and
imposing new taxes and fees
on New York’s health care
providers, Assemblyman
Castelli is also proposing
that the state reduce health
care costs and make
treatment more affordable
by placing a moratorium
on new health insurance
mandates, restoring the
$100 million small business
subsidy allocated to offset
the financial burden of
mandated coverage, staffing
the Health Care Quality
and Cost Containment
Commission to study the
cost of health insurance
mandates prior to passage,
utilizing new technologies
such as e-prescriptions
to help lower costs,
and reforming the tort
system to help lower the
state’s excessive medical

malpractice rates.
Home Care Association
of New York State
(HCA) President Joanne
Cunningham said: “Home
care is the safety net of
our health care system. It
allows patients to avoid
having to enter the nursing
home prematurely. Home
care patients are also less
likely to require other
higher-cost services, such
as hospital emergency care.
When patients do need
hospital services, postacute home care gets them
out of the hospital sooner
to recuperate at home,
where they want to be.
Nevertheless, these vital
services have been inflicted
with unprecedented state
budget cuts in recent years
that have left 67 percent
of New York State home
care agencies operating

in the red, and 44 percent
borrowing money simply
to stay afloat. Further
home care cuts will only
jeopardize access to care
while placing demands
elsewhere in the health
care system as individuals
require more intensivelevel services. Instead
of yet another round of
destructive cuts, the home
care community urges
support for our alternative
proposals, which support
home care’s ability to save
Medicaid dollars through
long-term efficiencies that
protect, rather than destroy,
vital services.”
William Van Slyke from
the Healthcare Association
of New York State
(HANYS) said: “Hospitals,
Nursing homes and home
health care providers have
endured nearly $4 billion

in cuts and taxes in the last
24 months alone, resulting
in thousands of health
care jobs lost, and the
reduction and elimination
of critical health services
in communities across
the state. The governor’s
latest proposal includes
another $1 billion in taxes
and cuts on health care
providers, and specifically
targets funding necessary
to provide care to New
Yorkers who have lost their
jobs and can no longer
afford health insurance.
Every region of the state,
including Westchester, will
be harmed by this proposal,
making it imperative that
the legislature reject the
governor’s plan.”
Pamela Reese Finch,
Executive Director of
the Employer Alliance
for Affordable Health

Care, said: “Rather than
exacerbating
health
insurance costs with more
regulations, fees and taxes,
New Yorkers are better
served by a government
that maintains current costcontrolling measures.
The legislature set this
money aside to help small
businesses deal with the
financial burden they faced
in complying with the
mental health mandate.
We must not jeopardize
this source of relief. We
thank the Assemblyman for
recognizing the importance
of this subsidy and for his
leadership and commitment
to finding ways to provide
New
Yorkers
with
basic, affordable health
insurance.”

From the Desk of the DA
Distracted Driving

By Janet DiFiore

Westchester County
District Attorney
As Westchester County’s
chief law enforcement
officer, I have often
expressed my concern
over safety on our roads,
an issue that focuses
frequently on enforcing
the DWI laws. Another
issue, distracted driving,
poses at least as serious a
risk of death or injury and
requires our attention. We
are facing an increasing
rate of accidents associated
with drivers talking on a

cell phone, texting, looking
at a computer screen, or
engaging in other activities
that distract them from the
road. Not surprisingly, this
risk is magnified when
the driver is young and
inexperienced.
The National
Highway Traffic Safety
Administration estimates
that in 2008, there were
more than 5,800 deaths
and 515,000 injuries from
distracted driving. A 2009
study determined that a
driver who is talking on
a cell phone is four times
more likely to get into an
accident, and experiences
a 9% increase in reaction
time to events such as
vehicles’ brake lights, as
compared to a driver who
is undistracted. The study
found even greater danger
in sending and reading
text messages, which

require more attention. A
texting driver is six times
more likely to get into an
accident, and experiences
a 30% increase in reaction
time. Another 2009 study
noted that texting takes
an average of 4.6 seconds
– and in that time, with a
driver’s eyes off the road,
a car moving at 55mph
will travel the length of a
football field.
Teen drivers pose a
particular risk: a 2007
study found that 61% of
teens surveyed admitted
to risky driving behavior,
and of these, 46% said they
texted while driving. It is
estimated that teens send or
receive 2900 text messages
a month – nearly 100 per
day -- and it is clear that at
least some of these are sent
and read while driving.
The good news for parents
is that we can influence

our teens’ behavior. The
main causes of teen auto
accidents are driver error,
speeding and distracted
driving. In surveys, 89%
of teens report that their
parents are most influential
in
encouraging
safe
driving.
We as parents must be
willing to set the proper
example by driving at safe
speeds, avoiding distracting
behavior, pulling over
when we need to use a cell
phone and, most important,
communicating to our teens
that we expect the same
attentive driving behavior.
In addition to electronic
devices, teen drivers face

special risks because of
age and inexperience,
and recent changes that
address some of these risks
have gone into effect in
New York State. A junior
license
holder
whose
parent or guardian is not
in the car may have only
one non-family member
passenger
under
the
age of 21 (formerly two
such passengers were
permitted). Before junior
driver’s permit holders
can acquire a junior or
senior driver’s license, they
must now wait six months
and complete 50 hours of
supervised driving, 15 of
which are after sunset.

Legal Notices

WHYTLegal@gmail.com
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Mayor Marvin’s Column

By Mary C. Marvin
Mayor of the Village
of Bronxville

Village Administrator
Harold Porr and I will be
in Albany this week to
attend the New York State
Conference of Mayors and
Municipal Officials annual
meeting to lobby our
elected officials on issues of
importance to the Village.
It is critical that our voices
be heard especially during
this economic downturn
with the resulting disparity
between our local fiscal
capacity and the cost of
providing needed services.
Westchester County
needs to have a stronger
more coordinated voice in
decision making in Albany,
much like the power exerted
by our neighbors in Long
Island and New York City.
As one of my colleagues
has said, “Westchester has
too long been the ATM
machine for the rest of the
State.”
The issues of greatest
priority for Bronxville at
the upcoming meetings

include:
Urging support for
legislation that would
mitigate the impact of
rising pension costs. The
State and by extension
the Village operate under
a defined benefit plan
guaranteeing employees
a certain level of benefits.
This is financed in large
part by local government.
Over the years, the cost
of benefits have become
increasingly
difficult
to sustain and actually
increased ten-fold just in
the two year period from
2003 to 2005. This year,
because the State pension
fund incurred significant
losses, the Village is
required to contribute to
make it whole resulting in a
new Village expenditure of
$164,000 or 2 percentage
points in taxes. We will
also petition to require
the State to undertake a
thorough analysis of the
benefits system, funding
methodology and oversight
structures.
Additionally, we seek
legislation to allow us to
amortize a portion of our
pension costs.
•We support legislation to
constitutionally
prohibit
unfunded
mandates
that would impose a
direct financial burden

on local governments
without a corresponding
appropriation that would
cover the costs to undertake
these new initiatives.
•We will lobby our State
officials
to
maintain
our
local
highway
improvement monies so
we can continue to make
the necessary infrastructure
repairs.
Currently, the
Village received $99,108 to
aid in our road resurfacing
program.
•Encourage the continuation
of the revenues sharing
program with an added
component of a multiyear commitment once the
State’s financial picture
improves.
The original
revenue sharing formula
intended to redistribute
State tax revenues to
municipalities that do not
have the tax bases or taxing
authority to generate these
revenues on their own has
been annually disregarded.
As a result, 100% of all
villages currently receive
less aid than they did in
1989.
Our current aid
of $66,768 is projected
to decrease by 5% in the
proposed State budget.
•Of enormous importance
to our Village is the current
legislation proffered that
would permit villages to
increase the local gross

receipts tax on utilities from
1% to 3%. Under current
law, we are authorized a
tax on the sale of utility
services equal to 1% of
their gross income earned
within our boundaries.
The ability to raise it to
3% would generate over
$200,000 for the Village
or almost three tax points.
Also,
the
legislation
provides for the inclusion of
cellular services as taxable
entities for purposes of this
legislation.
•We continue to support the
repeal of the Wick’s Law
which mandates that school
districts and municipal
projects
be
subject
to a multiple bidding
requirement.
Requiring
separate plumbing, heating
and electrical contracts has
been the effect of increasing
project costs anywhere
from 8% to 30%.
•A very important adjunct to
the Wick’s Law legislation
and
for
procurement
services in general is the
new proposed law that
would allow a school
district or municipality
to be allowed to award
contracts on the basis of
“best value” rather than
“lowest bid.”
•Another very important
piece of proposed legislation
that we support, especially

in light of the economic
climate, is the requirement
that a substantial weight be
given to a municipality’s
ability to pay “when a union
contract goes to binding
arbitration.” In other words,
before awarding salary
and benefit increase, the
ability of the municipality
to fund the economic costs
imposed by the arbitration
award without burdening
local taxpayers with multiyear property tax increases
must be given substantial
consideration
in
the
decision making process.
•Finally,
we
support
legislation that authorizes
local
governments
to
purchase clean and green
technology
without
violating State competitive
bidding laws and include
State subsidies to close
the gap between the
sometimes higher price
of green technologies vs.
conventional methods.
Victory on any one of
these fronts will translate
into real dollars to alleviate
some of the property tax
burden on our residents so it
is crucial that we make the
effort with our colleagues
to have our voices heard.

Krueger: Republican Income Tax Plan is a Costly Distraction from
Serious Budget Reform
Albany, NY -- In response
to the Governor’s fiscally
reckless plan to delay
income
tax
refunds,
Senator Liz Krueger noted
the Senate Minority went
back to their old playbook
of pass-the-buck politics,
reprising an unrelated and
costly bill (S3985/Winner)
that does nothing to address
real budget reform.
Conversely, Krueger has
proposed structural budget

reforms which would fix
egregious policies enacted
by the former Majority over
decades of control which
has led to unsustainable
spending and government
by guesswork. Included
among her reforms are
changing the state’s fiscal
year (S5221) which would
end New York’s distinction
as the only state handling
tax returns over two fiscal
years, as well as a non-

partisan budget office
(S4526).
The Republican Plan

Misses the Mark
Current law states refunds
must be returned within
45 days, a timeframe the
Governor intends to delay.
The so-called Republican
“solution” states refunds
must be returned within 30
days. However, under their
plan the Governor could
still unilaterally mandate
delays.
Also, the Republican’s
bill was first introduced

in 2005 and never passed
by the former Majority
because it was bottled up in
the Committee then-chaired
by the current sponsor.
“The problem is not the
timeframe, it’s a Governor
playing games with other
peoples’ money. Real
budget reform might not
be a good soundbyte, but
more empty rhetoric by the
see Krueger Pg. 11
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Krueger: Republican Income Tax Plan is a Costly Distraction from
Serious Budget Reform From Page 10
Senate Minority doesn’t
solve the problem facing
taxpayers,” said Krueger,
who Chairs the Select
Committee on Budget
and Tax Reform and is
Vice Chair of the Finance
Committee.
Not only does the
Republican bill do nothing
to prevent the Governor
from unilaterally mandating
delays on refunds, the bill

also fails to account for the
new costs associated with
restricting the timeframe so
radically it would require
several hires and upgrades
within the Department of
Taxation and Finance in
order to process hundreds
of thousands of returns so
quickly.
Krueger noted, “The vast
majority of filers – nearly
80 percent – receive their

returns within 30 days
already because many now
file online. The current
system works, it’s the
Governor’s plan to tack
on 60 additional days that
taxpayers have a problem
with. If we’re going to have
a discussion about how to
stop the Governor’s plan,
let’s get serious and talk
about real solutions.”
Real Budget Reform

Senator Krueger sponsors
and supports several pieces
of legislation that would
substantively change the
way budgets are done,
including changing the fact
that New York is the only
state enacting budgets prior
to the federal April 15th tax
deadline. Additionally, she
has proposed a Legislative
Budget Office modeled
after the Congressional

Budget Office, to remove
the politics associated with
revenue projections and
instead allow the budget
to be enacted using most
credible data.
Krueger concluded, “It’s
time to talk about muchneeded structural reforms
I am proposing instead of
wasting time on bills with
no substantive bearing on
the problems at hand.”

Ed Koch Movie Reviews

By Edward I. Koch
“Ajami” (+)
This complex Israeli
production lays out in great
detail the lives of Jews,
Muslims and Christians as
they interact both in Israel
and the West Bank.
At the end of the film,
I met two old friends –
MB and her husband TS.
She, a great author, had
just seen “Ajami” and
described it as “wonderful
and wrenching.” I agree
with her and would only
add that the writer was as
fair to all sides in that great
religious conflict as anyone
could be.
The central characters
in the movie include
a Muslim family that
becomes involved in a
blood war with a Bedouin
West Bank clan. The family
members, knowing that
that they will all be killed if
the conflict isn’t resolved,
seek to end it with a cash
payment.
The leading
members of the family are
Omar (Shahir Kabaha)
and his younger brother,

Nasri (Fouad Habash).
Omar is in love with Hadir
(Ranin Karim), and their
relationship involves much
drama similar to Romeo
and Juliet.
An Israeli family includes
Dando (Eran Naim), a
member of the Israeli
police force and the brother
of an Israeli soldier who is
missing and feared dead.
A secondary story
involves a Muslim boy,
Malek (Ibrahim Frege),
whose mother needs an
operation. Malek has to
raise the $75,000 for her
surgery.
Another story
involves the use and sale of
cocaine by Arab youths and
the involvement of Israeli
organized crime members.
What comes through is
that the troubles besetting
Muslims and Jews and
their emotional responses
are similar in nature. The
people involved have so
much in common. They
should work together
to fight those common
problems instead of putting
so much of their energies
into hating one another.
I saw the film at 8:00 p.m.
at the Quad Cinema, in
Manhattan, on a Saturday
night, February 22, 2010.
The theater was packed so
be sure to purchase your
tickets well in advance. (In
Arabic and Hebrew, with

English subtitles.)
“The Last New Yorker”
(-)
Regrettably, there are
not many interesting films
to see at this time. Since
I write two movie reviews
for publication each week,
I decided to see “The
Last New Yorker” after
reading Stephen Holden’s
review in The New York
Times. He wasn’t precise
in describing the story line,
but his comments about
the film providing a tour of
Manhattan’s sites from the
view of a lonely, elderly,
near down-and-out man,
intrigued me.
Lenny (Dominic
Chianese) is in his late 70’s
or early 80’s. He has one
close friend, Ruben (Dick
Latessa), who behaves like
a puppy in his presence.
Ruben is married to a
woman we never meet.
A sort of romance takes
place between Lenny and
Mimi (Kathleen Chalfant).
Throughout the film the
seniors’ self-esteem falls
even lower, and they seek
to escape their unsatisfying
lives.
Lenny nooses
himself, but is diverted by
a phone call.
I thought the dialogue
between the parties was
inadequate, the script
preposterous, and the

attempt to visually capture
the uniqueness of New
York City a failure.
Chianese was superb in his
role as Uncle Junior in the
HBO series The Sopranos,
but he’s not as marvelous
in this film portraying a
relatively honest New
Yorker who, at the end of
his life, thinks he can pull
off a Ponzi scheme.
I first saw Kathleen
Chalfant perform in her
one-woman, off-Broadway
show, “Wit,” in which
she
portrayed
Vivian
Bearing, a woman dying of
cancer. I never forgot that
performance. She was just
as wonderful and elegant in
this film as she was in that
play.
I saw “The Last New
Yorker” at the Quad
Cinema, located at 34 West
13th Street. The audience
cheered when the picture
ended. When a couple
asked me what I thought
of the film as I was leaving
the theater, I said, “I’m not
there yet. I have to think
about it.” The man replied,
“That’s the way we feel,
and we are relatives.” Then
I understood why there
was so much applause.

The theater was probably
filled with relatives of
the director, writer and
actors who spoke after the
performance.
HS said: “This is a buddy
movie about an odd couple
of men who are old, poor
and lonely, except for each
other. The pair attempt
to escape to a better life,
one through a hopeless
romance, the other through
both of them leaving
New York.
Although
intermittently interesting
because of the city scenes,
the picture is a downer.
Those of us who are not
already old will grow old
if we are fortunate. The
movie is not terrible by any
means. Kathleen Chalfant
is particularly good. It
was enjoyable to see Uncle
Junior, who BTW is a
graduate of City College,
in a more demanding role.
In the end, I started to feel
sorry for the film, but that
is not what most people pay
$12.50 for, not counting
popcorn.
The Honorable
Edward I. Koch served
New York City as its 105th
Mayor from 1978 to 1989.
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Weir Only Human

Do You Care Who Represents You?

By Bob Weir
Who are you going to
vote for in the Primary
Election on March 2?
Democrats and Republicans
will be chosen to head the
tickets in their respective
parties. Given the high
percentage of Republican
voters in Denton County,
Texas,
chances
are,
whoever wins the GOP
primary will ultimately be
elected in November. So,
the question is; what do
you know about the people
you see on those brochures,
which are beginning to
stuff our mailboxes on a
daily basis? They all look
good with their picture
perfect smiles and laundry
list of credentials and
achievements. Hence, what
criteria will be used by the
voter to select their choices
to lead us for the next few
years?
Research tells us that

name recognition is a
primary factor for the
person who’s scanning
the candidate list in the
voting booth. You may not
know one candidate from
another, but if you’ve seen
and heard the same name
repeatedly over a period of
time, it may resonate with
you when you see it again
on the list. That’s why
it’s so difficult to beat an
incumbent; he or she has
had years to build name
recognition into the public
psyche. Then there’s the
personal touch; have you
met any of the candidates?
All things being equal,
people tend to vote for
those people whom they’ve
seen or talked to in person
because it makes them
feel as though they’ve
made a connection to the
candidate. Door to door
campaigning is difficult,
but it pays off if the people
you meet are impressed
enough with your “one on
one” to spread the word to
friends and neighbors.
As for incumbents, if you
only see them at election
time, it’s a good bet that
they’re merely taking you
for granted. For example, if
you are even slightly aware

that there’s a government
operating around you, but
can’t recall who represents
you in your town, city,
county, or state, two things
are at play. Either they
are doing a lousy job of
representing you, or you’re
just too apathetic to care
who makes the decisions
that impact your life. Do
you know who your state
rep is? How about your
county commissioner or the
judges who represent your
district? Do you know who
the mayor is; the council
members? Yes, much of
your lack of awareness is
your own fault, but good
leaders know how to inspire
you and get you involved.
Bad leaders only know how
to get your attention when
they need your vote to get
another few years on the
payroll. Too many people
get into office and sit there
collecting a salary and/or
stroking their ego without
the slightest interest in
getting to know the people
who put them there. In other
words, they show up every
2 or 4 years because they
need our votes, but during
the interim you couldn’t
find them with a telescope
and a bloodhound.

In fact, I don’t think
incumbents should have
the need to campaign. If
they’ve been doing their
jobs properly, the public
should know who they
are and how effective
they’ve been. However, if
they’ve been in the office
for years and still need to
“introduce” themselves to
the voters at election time,
they have already failed at
their job. How often do you
receive a brochure in the
mail from someone who
is already in office? How
often do you hear about an
elected official going door
to door to meet and greet
constituents when their
reelection campaign is years
away? Personally, I’d faint
if I opened my door and
was greeted by an elected
rep who isn’t running that
year but simply wanted to
know what he/she could do
to make life a bit better in
my community.
In addition, if an
incumbent is spending 2 or
3 times as much money as
an opponent, isn’t he saying
that he’s done a lousy job
and must outspend his
competitor just so he can
continue doing a lousy
job? Sadly, the people

who are ubiquitous during
the election cycle often
vaporize as soon as they
win. That’s not meant as
a sweeping indictment;
some officials can be
found at numerous events
throughout their districts
all year long. Those are
the ones we remember!
Moreover, Denton County
is filled with caring,
compassionate residents
who give so much back to
their community without
the benefit of public
office. If they can make a
commitment to appear at
functions throughout the
year, certainly those who
hold offices can do the
same.
Bob Weir is an
accomplished writer
having penned seven
novels: “Murder in Black
and White,” “City To Die
For,” “Powers That Be,”
“Ruthie’s Kids,” “Deadly
To Love,” “Short Stories
of Life and Death” and
“Out of Sight.” Bob Weir
is a contributing columnist
to Yonkers Tribune and
Westchester Herald.
BobWeir777@aol.com
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Ed Koch Commentary:
The Hedge Fund Fiasco

By Edward I. Koch
Frontline, a PBS
investigative
journalism
series epitomizes the very
best of television reporting.
Recently, Frontline featured
an absolutely riveting
account of our disastrous
failure to regulate hedge
funds and other high flying
investments.
Brooksley Born was
the chairperson of the
Commodity
Futures
Trading
Commission
from 1996-99.
While
chairperson, she announced
that she intended to regulate
hedge funds, perceiving
the danger that such
unregulated funds posed
to the economy. Only an
expert in “derivatives” can
adequately understand and
explain hedge funds, so
I won’t try. Suffice it to
say that one of the leading
hedge funds, Long-Term
Capital Management, run
by those thought to be
mathematical wizards and
masters of the universe,
failed in the late 1990s in
what was a harbinger of the
recent near collapse of the
country’s banking system
that has had a devastating
effect on the nation’s
economy.
Before Long-Term
Capital
Management
collapsed, Ms. Born told
four key members of the
Clinton
administration
– Robert Rubin, then
Secretary of the Treasury;
Alan Greenspan, then head
of the Federal Reserve;
Larry Summers, then
Deputy Treasury Secretary

and Arthur Levitt, then
head of the Securities and
Exchange
Commission,
that she planned to use
her regulatory powers to
regulate hedge funds. They
unanimously condemned
her, stating she had no
power to do so and when
she refused to concede the
point, they asked Congress
to hold hearings for the
purpose of stopping her.
Frontline showed scenes of
the Congressional hearings
where she was pilloried
by Senator Phil Gramm
of Texas who lectured her,
stating she had not made
her case; and with his
congressional colleagues
enacted legislation that
eliminated her power to
regulate the hedge fund
industry. She subsequently
resigned.
The debacle Brooksley
Born feared years ago
took place beginning in
2006. Like dominos, the
Wall Street firms and banks
throughout the country,
particularly the high flyers,
became insolvent, with
the consequent bailouts of
Wall Street and the auto
industry at the expense
of American taxpayers in
amounts which will run
ultimately into the trillions,
and unemployment rising
to over 10 percent. Stock
market investors lost a
substantial part of their
portfolio value, and many
retirees lost their ability to
support themselves.
Of the four whose
foreheads should be marked
with the word, shame, only
one has publicly sought
forgiveness; that is Arthur
Levitt, who has said, “I’ve
come to know her as one of
the most capable, dedicated,
intelligent and committed
public servants that I have
ever come to know. I
wish I knew her better in
Washington. I could have

done much better. I could
have made a difference.”
Alan Greenspan has
admitted error – he
having opposed regulation
believing the market would
self-regulate -- telling
the Congress, “No, that’s
precisely the reason I was
shocked because I’ve been
going for 40 years or more
with very considerable
evidence that it was
working
exceptionally
well.” But he has not
accepted responsibility for
the debacle, nor has he
apologized to the American
people.
Today, Born is a retired
partner in the distinguished
law firm, Arnold & Porter.
Has she been lauded by
the Obama administration
for her clairvoyance and
willingness to stand up
to the four horsemen of
the apocalypse and the
Congress which rightfully
is held by the public
in such low esteem?
Frontline pointed out,
“Rubin’s other top deputy,
Gary Gensler, now holds
Brooksley Born’s former
post at the CFTC. It still
lacks authority to regulate
OTC derivatives.” I urge
everyone who has not seen
the Frontline episode on
hedge funds to do so. It is
available online.
*****
A recent mission by up
to 17 people, including
one woman, believed by
many observers to have
been perpetrated by the
Mossad, which is the Israeli
version of our CIA, was
extraordinary. It rivals the
commando raid conducted
by the IDF in 1976, now
referred to as Operation
Entebbe when the IDF
rescued 244 hostages and
a crew of 12 on a plane
that had been hijacked

by Muslim terrorists and
flown to Uganda where the
then dictator Idi Amin gave
the terrorists sanctuary.
I recall waking up in a
friend’s home on a Sunday
and seeing The New York
Times report on the rescue.
I thought, “Hallelujah!!”
When it was announced
that
Mahmoud
alMabhouh, a Hamas official
and terrorist, had been
assassinated on January
19, 2010 in his hotel
room in Dubai and the
assassination team had
safely left Dubai, I again
thought, “hallelujah” and I,
like most others, believed
that it was the Mossad that
accomplished this great
feat. The Times reported,
“Israel had wanted Mr.
Mabhouh for his role in the
capture and killing of two
Israeli soldiers in 1989 and
for smuggling weapons to
Hamas, which controls
Gaza.”
Those who planned
the operation used the
passports
of
British,
French, Irish and German
citizens,
taking
them
apparently from Israelis
without their knowledge
and used them to enter
Dubai. The governments of
Britain, France, Ireland and
Germany have formally
protested the use of their
passports to gain entry into
Dubai. However, isn’t that
what spies do, including
their spies? I hope so.
Those who have
denounced
Israel
for
allegedly
assassinating
Mr. Mabhouh should be
reminded that Hamas is at
war with Israel. Hamas’
covenant, a constitution of
sorts, calls for the expulsion
of all Jews who entered
the Mandate of Palestine
beginning with 1917 up to
and including the present
State of Israel, and of
course, the elimination of

that state. Furthermore, Mr.
Mabhouh, besides being
a confessed murderer of
Israeli soldiers, is reported
to have been actively
smuggling missiles and
other weapons into Gaza
from Iran intended to reach
Tel Aviv and other major
Israeli cities.
Israel’s policy as I
understand it is to pursue
and kill those responsible
for the murder of Israeli
citizens, no matter how
long it takes, as was
demonstrated by its calling
to account those who
assassinated the Israeli
athletes at the Munich
Olympic games in 1972.
When the U.S. recently
announced that our forces
had killed 12 of the top 20
members of the Taliban in
Pakistan, I mouthed another
“hallelujah.” There is a
major difference between
acts committed when a
state of war exists and
pursuing someone who has
committed a criminal act.
For more than 60 years,
Israel has been engaged in a
war for survival. Pursuing
and killing enemies in
war time does not require
that a Miranda warning be
provided.
The Honorable Edward
I. Koch served New York
City as its 105th Mayor
from 1978 to 1989.

Legal
Notices
Legal notices for
publication in the
Westchester Herald
are accepted for
publication no later than
Thursday
for the following week’s
edition.

WHYTLegal@gmail.
com
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New York Civic

Spitzer - Paterson - Q? > Ravitch
Tabloids Pursue Governor,
They Say He Should Resign But Paterson Likes the Job

By Henry J. Stern
We haven’t commented
on state government for a
week, since events have
been unfolding so rapidly.
Hardly anybody supported
Governor
Paterson’s
candidacy for-reelection
prior to the first Times
expose on Feb. 16, which
dealt largely with two
friends of the governor,
David Johnson, the former
intern, driver and body
man turned senior adviser,
and Clemmie Harris, who
retired from the State
Police ten years ago and
since worked on and off
for the governor. Two
days later (Feb. 18), The
Times published a highly
critical article about the
governor’s work schedule
and relationships with other
officials. In the nine days
since the first Times story,
his administration has all
but collapsed, as reported
today.
The governor’s illfated, almost delusional
candidacy for re-election
is terminated, just five
days after he launched
it at Hofstra. Because
of the revelations on the

use of the State Police
in a domestic violence
incident in The Bronx and
the possibility that there
are more disclosures to
come, the playing field has
shifted. We do not know
to what extent Attorney
General Cuomo will pursue
the
investigation
that
Governor Paterson asked
him Wednesday to initiate.
Inappropriate
behavior
can be treated as criminal
conduct. Like beauty, sin
can be in the eye of the
beholder.
The issue now becomes
whether the beleaguered
governor should or will
resign. He is highly unlikely
to resign voluntarily. Recall
how long it took for him
to abandon his doomed
candidacy for renomination
as the Democratic candidate
for governor.
The Post and the News
both
have
front-page
editorials today urging
Paterson to quit now. The
banner headlines vary.
The News saying TIME
TO GO, and the Post
TIME TO GO, DAVE.
The Post headline channels
a previous headline, in
September 1990, DO
SOMETHING,
DAVE.
That headline appealed
to another Dave, Mayor
Dinkins, asking for action
against violent crime, which
Mayor Dinkins took in
collaboration with Council
Speaker Peter Vallone, Sr.
The year 1990 showed a

record high in murders in
New York City, 2245. The
total for 2009 was 461,
down 79% in 19 years
and the lowest number of
murders since comparable
record keeping began in
1963, a year in which there
were 548 homicides.
David Paterson was born
in 1954, and is said to have
been named for future
Mayor David Dinkins, a
close friend of Paterson’s
father, Basil A. Paterson,
former New York State
Secretary of State (for
Governor Carey), longtime
State Senator, and Deputy
Mayor (for Mayor Koch).
In New York, that is
political royalty.
The younger Paterson
spent twenty-two pacific
years in the New York
State Senate, the last four
as minority leader, since
the Democrats were in the
minority from 1966 to 2008
(forty three years). They
were swept into the majority
by LBJ’s landslide victory
over Barry Goldwater in
1964. They were relegated
to the minority in the next
election after a single
year in the majority. The
Democrats
could
not
agree on a Speaker or
Majority Leader when
they had power in 1965,
and the dispute was settled
when the Republicans
united with a minority of
Democrats to elect the
Speaker of the Assembly
and the Majority Leader

of the Senate. Governor
Nelson Rockefeller and
Mayor Robert F. Wagner
teamed up against the
allies of Senator Robert F.
Kennedy. That took place
forty-five years ago, but
when it comes to the New
York State legislature,
some things never seem to
change.
You can link to the News
editorial here. It begins,
on page 1, in large type,
“Today we urge David
Paterson to step down.
Paterson has given serious
cause to doubt both his
word and his judgment.
His administration is in
shambles. He has demeaned
his high office. And the
investigation he has asked
Attorney Generall Andrew
Cuomo
to
undertake
will consume Paterson’s
attention at a time when
New York has pressing
need of strong, credible,
focused leadership.” The
News editorial continues
on two columns of page
3, under the headline, “For
everyone’s sake, please
go.”
The Post editorial also
begins on page 1. “It’s time
for David Paterson to close
out his role in one of the
strangest episodes in New
York history and turn over
the affairs of state to his
own lieutenant governor,
Richard Ravitch.
“We don’t prescribe this
lightly.
“But new developments

make it painfully clear that
the accidental governor
lacks the credibility to
effectively see New York
through its current crises.
“And that he has no hope
of gaining it.”
There are two Post
editorials on the subject
on page 32, “Enough,
Governor” and “Ravitch Is
Ready.” The Times also ran
an editorial on pA26, titled
QUESTIONS FOR GOV.
PATERSON. You can read
it here. The Times did not
suggest that the governor
resign.
At this time of turmoil,
Governor Paterson should
be given credit for his
achievements.
Perhaps
his wisest move was
choosing Richard Ravitch
as lieutenant governor,
an action many thought
beyond his power until the
Court of Appeals decided
otherwise, 4-3.
Recall that it was Eliot
Spitzer who chose David
Paterson as his lieutenant
governor. Only 16 months
after
their
inaugural,
Paterson
became
his
successor. Unfortunately,
both men got into trouble for
misusing the State Police.
One would think that after
Troopergate bedeviled the
Spitzer
administration,
his
successor
would
not interfere with lawenforcement,
certainly
not on a personal basis.
Unfortunately,
Paterson
see New York Civic Pg. 16
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Spitzer - Paterson - Q? > Ravitch
Tabloids Pursue Governor,
They Say He Should Resign But Paterson Likes the Job From Page 15
crossed the line to protect
an apparently invaluable
aide, who happened to beat
up women.
What Paterson did was
wrong, but is hardly an
impeachable
offense.
But neither was Spitzer’s
consensual
sex
with
an adult woman an
intrinsically impeachable
offense. If marital fidelity
were a requirement for
holding public office, there
would be considerably
more turnover than there is
today. Spitzer was forced to
resign in March 2007 after
being caught with a future
Post columnist, because
almost everyone disliked
him for his arrogant and
abusive behavior.
Paterson is not like that.
His problems include overreliance on others who have
problems of their own, total
inconsistency in words and
deeds from day to day and
hour to hour, and inability
to deal with matters of
state in a reasonable and

consistent manner. He
has also scapegoated the
legislature, which deserves
much but not all of his
abuse. Assembly Speaker
Silver is a giant among
pygmies, but he cannot
keep the Albany house of
cards together on his own.
He has other issues, but one
cannot even reach them
unless there is a functioning
government, which for the
last three years we have
not had in New York State.
Who would have believed
that the Brennan Institute
of Justice report in 2004
would be the harbinger of
further decline?
For the good of the state
and the Democratic party,
the governor probably
should resign. It is highly
unlikely that he will
voluntarily step down,
barring further disclosures
about his conduct. He has
already rendered himself
unemployable
by
the
Obama
administration.
Meanwhile, every day he

stays in office increases
his pension, on which he
will have to rely some day,
probably sooner rather
than later. If had been
admitted to the Bar, he
could be appointed a judge.
If the state were a private
corporation, he could
receive a golden parachute.
Perhaps some board or
commission could be found
in agencyland which would
provide him with a safe
berth.
Ten months remain in
the Spitzer term. The state
budget, by law, is supposed
to be adopted by April 1, the
start of the state’s new fiscal
year. The greatest public
service the governor could
render at this time would
be to leave these painful
and almost insurmountable
problems in the lap of his
chosen successor, Richard
Ravitch, who will never
run for public office. It is
better to make an honorable
and gracious departure than
to leave as a consequence

of a widening investigation
into improprieties, real or
imagined.

Henry J. Stern writes as
StarQuest. Direct email
to him at StarQuest@
NYCivic.org. Peruse Mr.
Stern’s writing at New York
Civic.
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Letters to
the Editor
Dear Editor:
Congressman Hall gave
another “talk” recently at
the South Salem library
and again proved how out
of touch with the people in
this district he is. He doesn’t
get that people are angry
because he refuses to listen
to his own constituents, the
people paying his salary,
which
he
supposedly
represents.
Again
Mr.
Hall did not publicize the
event so the public could
have their say. I only knew
about it through tea party
sites. Mr. Hall packed the
room with his progressive
buddies and held court on
his bankrupt progressive
ideology shared by this
Congress and White House.
He wants to slam it down
the majority of people’s
throats in this country,
directly going against the
will of the people in his
district despite the town
halls locally and protests
in Washington against
government run healthcare,
as I told Hall that Saturday.
Hall voted for the House
Bill on healthcare despite all
the polls showing the people
don’t want it! He voted for
increasing the debt ceiling –
the country is already $12T
in the hole without counting
the nearly $90T of unfunded
entitlement programs. Mr.
Hall thinks the government
knows better than the
people. It is sad, and when
Hall is out of a job come
this November, no one will
shed a tear. More war, more
government, more deficits,
more taxes, and less freedom
– this is John Hall, your
19th district Congressman.
Is it any wonder that the tea
party ranks have swelled to
16 million nationwide?
Bill Bongiorno
South Salem, NY
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Carbon Monoxide Detectors
Required in all Homes and
Apartments in NY State

From Page 1
floor that includes a in New York responded
sleeping area. The alarm to more than 42,000 calls
must be clearly audible involving carbon monoxide
in all sleeping areas over in 2007, the most recent
background noise levels year with complete data. A
with all intervening doors majority of these calls came
closed.
in at night time hours and
Carbon monoxide can during the winter months.
be produced when burning
In addition to installing
any type of fuel including carbon monoxide alarms,
gasoline,
charcoal, homeowners are reminded
propane,
natural
gas, to take the following
kerosene, oil, wood or coal. actions to help reduce their
If any flammable material risk and stay safe:
burns incompletely, carbon • Test and/or replace
monoxide is produced.
alarms
according
to
Carbon monoxide can the
manufacturer’s
kill in minutes or hours instructions;
depending on the levels in • Have heating systems,
the air.
vents, chimneys and flues
When carbon monoxide tested,
inspected
and
is inhaled at damaging cleaned by a qualified
levels it can lead to technician each year;
breathing
difficulties, • Never leave a car running
impaired
judgment in an attached garage;
and memory, damage • Regularly examine vents
to the nervous system, and chimneys for improper
cardiac trauma, brain connections, rust, soot or
damage, coma and death. other debris;
Everyone is susceptible, • Never run a vehicle,
but the American Medical generator or other fuel
Association says that powered motor indoors,
unborn
and
young even if garage doors are
children, pregnant women, open to the outdoors;
senior citizens and people • Never use a gas oven to
with heart or respiratory heat a home, and only use
problems are especially barbecue grills outdoors –
vulnerable and are at the never in a house or garage;
highest risk for death or and
serious injury.
• Remember that carbon
The symptoms of carbon monoxide alarms are not
monoxide poisoning are substitutes for smoke
often mistaken for the flu alarms. Smoke alarms
and can include dizziness, should also be installed
fatigue,
weakness, on every level of a home
throbbing
headache, as well as in or outside all
nausea, vomiting, irregular sleeping areas.
breathing, sleepiness and
For the text of Amanda’s
confusion. By the time Law, please see http://
people realize there is a www.dos.state.ny.us/code/
problem, they are often COAlarm.htm.
too sick or too disoriented
Should you have any
to get out of the house and questions with regard to
get help.
carbon monoxide detectors
According to the New and compliance with this
York State Office of Fire law, please contact Fire
Prevention and Control Inspector Jim Drumm at
(OFPC), fire departments (914 )478-2707.

Avoiding U.S. Census Scams

By Tom Browning
The official U.S. Census,
which is conducted every
ten years and is described
in Article I, Section 2 of
the U.S. Constitution,
calls for an accurate count
of people living in the
United States and is used
as a gauge in the allotment
of each state’s seats in the
House of Representatives
and in the allocation of
funds to citizens in need.
The first official Census

was conducted in 1790
under Thomas Jefferson,
who was the Secretary
of State. That census,
taken by U.S. marshals
on horseback, counted 3.9
million inhabitants. Since
that time, the Census has
been conducted every ten
years.
While participation
is safe, a certain level
of caution is necessary
when divulging personal
information. Citizens need
to clearly differentiate
legitimate U.S. census
employee communications
from fraudulent activity.
It’s important for people
to be on guard against
predatory
individuals
and organizations who
piggyback on official US
Census activities with their
own copy-cat schemes to

solicit private information.
As the Chief Security
Officer
of
America’s
leading physical security
services
company,
I
believe it is vital to ensure
that the American public
understands the importance
of participating in the U.S.
Census while not becoming
victimized by con-artists.
The Census Bureau seeks
to determine household
information
pertaining
only to the occupants’ age,
address, phone number,
gender, race, birth-date and
marital status and whether
you own or rent your
home.
You can view the questions
at:
http://2010.census.
gov/2010census/how/
interactive-form.php
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Kindles Shock Crowds at Radio City, Buy Tickets to Riverdance

By Gail Farrelly
Folks buying tickets for
Riverdance at Radio City
Music Hall in New York
City were shocked yesterday
to see six Kindles join the
line for tickets. Amazon’s
electronic readers told their
fellow ticket buyers that
they love Irish music and
dancing. “What better way

to spend St. Patrick’s Day,”
one of the Kindles told the
group, “than going to a 15th
anniversary performance of
this hit show.”
“We’ve never seen
Riverdance,” one of the
other Kindles said. “After
all, 15 years ago when it
started, we weren’t even
around. We were just a
gleam in the eye of our
daddy, Jeff Bezos.”
The crowd was amazed
to see the grit and
resourcefulness of the
little Kindles, all of whom
were dressed in jackets
of beautiful kelly green
leather. When it was their
turn at the ticket window,
they simply made a little

ladder climbing on top
of one another so that the
one on the very top could
reach the counter and buy
the tickets -- 50 of them,
since lots of their Kindle
friends wanted to come as
well. “We’ve heard,” one
of them said with disgust,
“that some iPads and Nooks
are planning to crash the
party and come to the show
on the same night.” One of
the other Kindles piped up,
“Yeh, those guys are always
following us around, trying
to imitate us. Johnny-comelatelies. But we’re hoping
the St. Patrick’s Day tickets
will be all sold out by the
time they get around to
hitting the box office. Let

Begorrah! Here’s the car hired by the Kindles to take
them to Radio City on St. Patrick’s Day.
them celebrate elsewhere,”
he said with a dismissive
wave of his little hand.
One of the folks on the
line asked if spending St.
Patrick’s day at Riverdance
meant that Kindles are
Irish. “Everyone,” the
Kindle leader replied, with

eyes twinkling, “is Irish on
St. Patrick’s Day.”
Gail Farrelly is the
“Last Word” person
in the March Journal
of Accountancy. Read
The Last Word, Journal
of Accountancy, Gail
Farrelly, CPA
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ADHD in Adults
I’m one of the estimated
10 million adults in the
US who have ADHD.*

– Howie Mandel

The symptoms of ADHD make
it difficult to pay attention and
focus, be organized, complete
tasks, and maintain relationships.
Talk to your doctor and visit
AdultADHDisReal.com to
learn more.
*Figure calculated based on 4.4% estimated prevalence of ADHD in
US adults aged 18-44 extrapolated to the full US adult population.

www.AdultADHDisReal.com

ADHD836
12/08

is public service announcement was made possible by Shire.
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